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In this interview, Stanford Men’s Golf Coach, Conrad Ray, ex-
plains how TrackMan™ played a part in his team’s 2007 NCAA 
Championship, and how he and his team continue to work 
with TrackMan™ technology in practice for continued player 
development.

In 2007, Stanford University won its first national title since 1994 in 
great style. Under head coach Conrad Ray, the Cardinal led wire-
to-wire at the 2007 NCAA Championship and won the team title by 
a massive 12 strokes. During the impressive season, the Stanford 
squad won seven tournaments and earned a number one national 
ranking. All five Stanford golfers were named All-Americans at the 
conclusion of the season, the most to earn the honor in a single-
season in program history. 
 
Conrad Ray, a former touring golf professional and Stanford gra-
duate himself, is not unknown to Stanford success in collegiate 
golf. Ray is one of the elite few NCAA head coaches to have won 
an NCAA title as both an athlete and coach - he was a member 
of the legendary 1994 NCAA Championship squad including  Tiger 
Woods, Casey Martin and Notah Begay, and he captained the 
team in 1997.
 
The 2007 title was the result of a tremendous improvement of the 
Stanford team. Ray, who was named National Coach of the Year 
following the campaign, explains, “In 2004, we were 74th in the 
nation. In 2007 we won the title, and TrackMan™ was a big part 
of that”. 
 
The Stanford Golf Program invested in a TrackMan™ at the end of 
the 2006 season. “Working with TrackMan™ led clearly to a strong 
game improvement. We used it primarily for distance control trai-
ning as it strengthened our understanding of how to hit different 
approach shots. The short yardage control of our players improved 
significantly as the players really learned how far their wedges 
went. Furthermore, TrackMan™ was a key asset in club fitting”.

Today, as Ray enters his fourth season as head coach of the men’s 
golf program at Stanford, the work to win more titles continues in 
competitive surroundings. The Stanford Cardinal enjoy great sup-
port from the alumni as the school is building the nation’s premier 
training facility called the Siebel Varsity Golf Training Complex. 
The 30 acre parcel includes six individual green complexes each 
based on a well-known course designer’s characteristics, enabling 
the players to face a variety of challenges.

 
Target practice above all

Ray believes in practicing how you play. He likes his players to 
work in stations that simulate game time conditions. Working on 
shots they are going to use.

“When you see the best players in the world paying so much at-
tention to the finite details, you pay attention too. TrackMan™ has 
helped us eliminate the variables in our game. There’s no trickery 
to the numbers that TrackMan™ provides, it is unbiased feedback. 
It lets you learn to control what you can control. Knowing your pre-
cise distance for example, allows you to check that off your list. I 
see success coming to the kids and teams that really pay attention 
to the details. To compete at the highest level, you have to take the 
variables out of the equation. Distance control is very important in 
college golf - as well as spin control. Both are easy to improve with 
TrackMan™. Most young players are not very good at controlling 
their spin. TrackMan™ gives us so much information with the ball - 
complete, tangible and concrete info. It is the one system that can 
make a difference, and if I was a top-tiered touring pro I would also 
have one”.

With his team, Conrad Ray uses TrackMan™ mostly for its shot 
making applications. With Ray’s concern for target practice, Track-
Man™ has been the ideal tool for helping his players perfect their 
distances, trajectory and technique.

TrackMan™ Supports Stanford’s Title

(continues)

“ In 2007 we won the title and TrackMan™ was 

a big part of that. 

” Conrad Ray
Stanford Men’s Golf Coach
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Self-recognition is needed

Yet, as with most things, working with TrackMan™ is a learning 
process. Like most golfers who get on TrackMan™ for the first 
time, the NCAA champions were also surprised by their distances 
or lack of it. Ray took out a rangefinder to prove to the team that 
they were indeed hitting the TrackMan™ measured lengths.

“Typically, my players would in the beginning be skeptical of the 
(distance) data presented. The yardages were shorter than they 
thought, so we sometimes checked, and 10 out of 10 times, Track-
Man™ was right on”, he laughs.
 
As TrackMan™ has helped the team nail down their distances, 
it has also enabled players to better focus on the target at hand. 
“Most players, even top pros, don’t pick a small enough target. 
With the driver we were able to learn how to focus on a small tar-
get. TrackMan™ helps us pick a small target and zero in on it, 
improving our dispersion and focus”. 

Besides the technological value, Ray sees several practical ad-
vantages in working with TrackMan™ technology at Stanford’s golf 
facility.

“TrackMan™ not only contains a lot of useful information deve-
loped by quality upgrades. It is also very mobile and useful. We 
basically always have it out. The battery lasts a long time and it is 
nicely protected. The PDF reports that the system generates are 
great. We can print them out and the players can take their num-
bers with them. They are very interested in the statistics and see 
the value in using them”.

Paying the bills and attracting the Stanford future

A challenge for any university is funding. Justifying the expense 
of TrackMan™ might be tough for some college coaches. Ray is 
fortunate that his team receives tremendous support from the uni-
versity, foundations, and supporters. He has also been innovative 
in creating alumni fundraisers that take advantage of TrackMan™. 
He especially enjoys putting some of the old Cardinal Alumni on it 
and taking them through his workouts. He adds, “When we take it 
out with the alumni they love it. Everybody in fact, loves to get on 
it. The assis tant coaches and manager use it too.”

Ray adds that having chosen TrackMan™ for his team can be an 
advantage, “It is a good selling point. As a golfer you’re looking for 
the school that will help you become a better player and take you to 
the next level. Knowing a school is using TrackMan™ means that 
they are serious and that you will be able to take advantage of the 
technology to get better.” 

Still many TrackMan™ lessons to learn

Although he has already harvested great results for his team by 
working with TrackMan™, Ray acknowledges that the technolo-
gical journey has only just begun for him and his talents.

“There is so much useful information. We are probably just scratch-
ing the surface on TrackMan™’s usage potential. It is like a sports 
car. The numbers are phenomenal even though we presently focus 
on just a few parameters. It is better to have more information than 
less. Again, there is so little that separates the good players, the 
advantage TrackMan™ provides makes a difference. We are get-
ting better at understanding and appreciating all it can do so that 
we can continue to create competitive edges for our team”.

TrackMan™ Supports Stanford’s Title (continued)

“ TrackMan™ gives us so much information 

 with the ball - complete, tangible and concrete  

info. It is the one system that can make a  

difference, and if I was a top-tiered touring pro I 

would also have one. 

”
Conrad Ray

Stanford Men’s Golf Coach

Stanford Men’s Golf Coach - Conrad Ray.
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In this newsletter and in many TrackMan™  data analyses, you 
will come across the particular club delivery data parameter 
called attack angle. In this in-depth interview, Fredrik Tuxen 
– CTO at ISG and the inventor of TrackMan™ – explains the 
function, variety, and importance of attack angle.

How did you discover that attack angle was such an important 
club delivery data parameter?

For the last couple of years, the golf industry has been saying ‘High 
Launch and Low Spin’ when it comes to driver optimization. More or 
less, all the equipment manufacturers have recommended a launch 
angle of around 11 degrees and a spin rate of 2700 rpm for a ball 
speed of 150 mph. But this simply doesn’t work! When we observed 
the TrackMan™ data from the Tour players during competition, we 
saw huge variations in both launch angle (5-16 degrees) and spin 
rate (1600-3500 rpm), with only very few players having the “11 
degrees/2700 rpm” type of data. Since we could not believe that 
the Tour players would be so poorly fitted, this motivated us to dig 
deeper.

Optimizing driving distance is a question of high ball speed, high 
launch angle and low spin rate. But you can, in general, not increase 
your launch angle without also increasing the spin rate. So the fun-
damental question was: What determines what spin rate/launch an-
gle combination can be obtained? It turns out that for a well hit shot, 
attack angle is the primary parameter dictating what combinations of 
launch angle /spin rate are obtainable for a given player.
 
What is so important about this parameter compared to other 
club and ball data parameters?

Attack angle is the primary parameter telling you why you obtain 
certain combinations of launch angle and spin rate – it is even 
more important than the club head speed! Also, the attack angle is 
related almost solely to your golf swing and not equipment related, 
which means it is something you, as a golfer, can change – it is 
pure technique! 

Why is attack angle so significant in driver fitting?

Attack angle, together with club head speed, are the individual 
swing parameters which dictate the dynamic loft (loft of club at 
impact) your driver should accomplish. If you have a 90 mph club 
head speed with an attack angle of -5 degrees (hitting down on the 
ball), your optimal launch angle/spin rate is around 10 degrees and 
3100 rpm. This would typically require a relatively high lofted driver 
(around 13-15 degrees) to achieve this. On the other hand, if your 
attack angle is +5 degrees (hitting up on the ball) with the same 
90 mph club head speed, your optimal launch angle/spin rate is 
around 16 degrees and 2200 rpm, but this would require a rela-
tively low lofted driver (around 9-10 degrees) to achieve this. Sig-
nificantly, this last combination will carry the ball almost 30 yards 
further than the -5 degrees negative attack angle numbers.

To what degree can attack angle stand alone as a parameter 
to secure optimal ball launch, i.e. the perfect shot?

The attack angle is a characteristic of your swing which can be dif-
ficult to change. A high positive attack angle with your driver gives 
you the potential to achieve long carry and total distance limited 
only by your club head speed. But, in order to take advantage of 
this potential, you still need to hit the ball in the center of the face, 
align your club path and face angle towards the target, and finally 
use the proper club head design, loft, and shaft in combination with 
the ball you play.
 
If attack angle is so important, why haven’t we heard more 
about it in the golfing community?

I think there are two main reasons: 1) It may be due to a lack of 
knowledge among the broader golfing segment on the impact at-
tack angle has on trajectory, and 2) Efficient, accurate, and easy-
to-use equipment that can actually measure the attack angle has 
not been available. This is where TrackMan™ provides great utility 
and value!

Focus: Attack Angle

(continues)

Fredrik Tuxen in parameter discussions with golf professionals.
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All things equal, how can the average golfer improve his/her 
attack angle?

While this is a question for golf coaches to answer, I can provide 
some general suggestions such as moving the ball forward in the 
stance – and probably teeing it a bit higher. This will typically re-
quire you to swing a bit more inside-out than you are used to, in 
order to compensate for the inwards moving direction of the club 
head after passing the bottom of the swing arc. But, contact your 
teaching professional… in many cases it will be necessary to make 
some dramatic swing changes to improve the attack angle without 
ruining something else. Then make sure after you increased your 
attack angle to visit your club fitter and get fitted for a new driver, 
you will almost certainly need a lower loft! 

How much do tour pros focus on maintenance/improvement 
of their attack angle?

It varies… Some really dig into it and spend a lot of time on chan-
ging things in their swing – this is typical for players with low club 
speed and negative attack angle – they really need the extra 20-30 
yards this can give them. Others are happy with their swing and 
don’t want to make swing changes to jeopardize their accuracy. 
Yet, the tour pros are only beginning to learn about this new impor-
tant measurement parameter now, so things are rapidly changing. 
Again, the availability of TrackMan™ has changed the scope for 
many tour pros. Attack angle measurements have previously been 
recorded only in high tech lab environments indoors. Now, for the 
first time, attack angle measurements are available to the tour pros 
in the environment where they normally practice – outdoor with  
TrackMan™ Pro, indoor with TrackMan™ Launch - without having 
to do much more than swing their driver.
 
What is the most positive attack angle from tour pros you 
have witnessed in your work with TrackMan™ and who ob-
tained it?

The most positive attack angle I have seen from a pro in a tourna-
ment is Cristie Kerr’s. During Wendy’s 3-Tour Challenge in Decem-
ber, on the play-off hole versus Fred Funk, Cristie had a positive 
attack angle of amazing +8.1 degrees. Cristie’s average attack an-
gle is slightly above +5 degrees! Testing drivers, Mark Brooks has 
achieved an attack angle of +9.6 degrees which is a very impres-
sive number. Actually, there are some very interesting observations 
of the LPGA players. In general, their attack angle is on average 
around 3 degrees more positive than the PGA TOUR players. But 
LPGA players also have much more reason to maximize their po-
tential due to their average 20 mph lower club head speed.

What is the most negative attack angle you have witnessed in 
your work with TrackMan™ and who obtained it?

Among tour pros, both Michael Campbell and Charles Howell III 
have very negative attack angles, I have seen both players having 
-7.5 degrees in attack angle! Apparently, they are deliberately hit-
ting their drives with very flat trajectory and not focusing on carry 
distance.
 
Is it so that all the better players have a positive attack angle 
with their driver?

No, this is not the case for many of the PGA TOUR players. Play-
ers like Tiger Woods, Phil Mickelson, Sergio Garcia and Charles 
Howell III are all players who often swing with significant, negative 
attack angles. However, common for this group of players is their 
very high club and ball speeds, so they fly the ball pretty far despite 
their negative attack angle – they do not really have a distance 
problem! However, if they increased their attack angle they could 
hit the ball 30-40 yards further. But apparently they have delibe-
rately chosen not to do this. 

Have you found any discoveries during your investigations of 
attack angle?

Yes! It turns out that if you hit down or up on the ball with the same 
club, the spin rate will be more or less identical if you impact the 
ball on the same spot on the face. This is in contradiction to the 
myth saying that hitting down on the ball increases the spin rate.

Focus: Attack Angle (continued)

(continues)

“ The most positive attack angle I have seen 

from a pro in a tournament is Cristie Kerr’s. During  

Wendy’s 3-Tour Challenge in December, on the play-

off hole versus Fred Funk, Cristie had a positive at-

tack angle of amazing +8.1 degrees. Cristie’s ave-

rage attack angle is slightly above +5 degrees! 

”Fredrik Tuxen
The inventor of TrackMan™
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Are you saying that hitting down on the ball has no impact on 
the spin rate?  That sounds very surprising…

Yes, actually you do not change the spin rate by hitting more down 
or up on the ball with the same club, assuming that the ball is 
impacted on the same spot on the face. Simplified slightly, the cor-
relations are: Attack angle changes the launch angle, with club loft, 
including shaft flex, changing the spin rate.

When you hit more up on the ball, the launch angle will be higher 
but the spin rate will be virtually the same. The spin rate is dictated 
primarily by the spin loft and impact position on the club face. The 
spin loft is the difference between the dynamic loft and the attack 
angle. The spin loft is virtually constant for a given club. Of course, 
also the ball and club characteristics play an important role in the 
generation of spin.

Having said all this, it is still a good idea to hit down on the ball with 
irons and wedges. A negative attack angle makes it easier to get 
proper contact to the ball which insures a predictable spin rate for 
your approach shots.

What other club delivery data discoveries are left to make?

We have pinned out almost every single detail on the driver shots. 
We have now switched to analyze attack angles for the tour pros 
on hybrids and irons to understand why the world’s best players hit 
these shots like they do. Of special interest is also the horizontal 
club head movement and orientation at impact, meaning param-
eters like club path and face angle.

Focus: Attack Angle (continued)

“ Attack angle is the primary parameter telling 

you why you obtain certain combinations of launch 

angle and spin rate - it is even more important than 

the club head speed! 

” Fredrik Tuxen
The inventor of TrackMan™
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Ian Poulter upgraded his TrackMan™ software to version 3.1 
during a TrackMan™ training and equipment testing day at 
Lake Nona in mid-December.

Ian Poulter is one of many successful tour pros that have pur-
chased TrackMan™ for practice and training. Ian purchased his 
TrackMan™ in December 2006 for work in the off-seasons and to 
bring with him to tournaments for on-site tune ups.  

Ian had a nice finish to his 2007 season, which he ended in style 
with a victory at the Dunlop Phoenix tournament (Japan) in No-
vember. His outstanding play throughout the season vaulted him to 
a career high number 22 in the World Golf Rankings.  

But even with all the success, one thing is clear… Ian is driving 
hard for even greater success in 2008 and beyond. To that end, he 
spent an afternoon with TrackMan™’s Matt Frelich in mid-Decem-
ber 2007 at the Lake Nona practice facility for training on the new 
version 3.1 TrackMan™ software. During the training, Chris Tuten 
of Cobra Golf was also working with Ian to test new equipment.  

Ian was testing new irons and woods. He was especially excited 
by the look, feel, and shot trajectory of Cobra’s new Speed Pro 
fairway woods, which will most likely replace the X-Speed fairway 
woods he has played so well for the past two seasons. After hit-
ting several shots on TrackMan™, he reviewed the results which 

confirmed his feelings for the new equipment. 
For example, the results with the Speed 
Pro vs. X-Speed 5-wood showed improved 
ball speed (+2 MPH), spin rate (-100 RPM), 
trajectory, and distance (+6 yards), with dis-
persion cut in half! Ian was also working with 
Tuten to dial in some new Cobra irons that he 
will play this season. With TrackMan™, Ian 
and Tuten will know when they have tweaked 
the new irons just right.

When asked about the Speed Pro fairway 
woods, Ben Schomin, Promotions Manager 

at Cobra commented, “We are pleased that our new equipment 
technology has passed the look and feel test for Ian and also that it 
is testing out so well for him on TrackMan™. Our benefit is twofold: 
first that he is happy with the look and performance of our new 
products, but also that he’s deciding for technology available to the 
golfing consumer as a shelf product from Cobra”.

Feedback about the new TrackMan™ software

In a follow up conversation with Ian, he commented, “The 3 hours I 
spent training with TrackMan™ were invaluable. It was very useful 
to see the new aspects of what TrackMan™ can do – the system 
has moved on a generation from the previous release, giving more 
feedback and more details to me, my equipment sponsor (Cobra), 
coach (David Leadbetter) and caddy”. With that connection, it is an 
advantage to Ian that both Cobra (Acushnet) and Leadbetter work 
extensively with TrackMan™.

Feedback about practice benefits with TrackMan™

Previous to TrackMan™, Ian and his caddy Terry Mundy would start 
on the range with a laser range finder product to determine target 
flag distances and try to evaluate shot results based on watching 
the ball’s land position. Ian explained, “That was not efficient. You 
just cannot see well enough with your eyes to evaluate shot results 
at 100 yard targets, much less at 160 or 180 yard targets. While 
we could identify the target distance well enough with a laser, we 
simply could not tell the difference between 2 yards short, right 
on, or 2 yards long at those distances…but TrackMan™ can!  The 
system takes all the guesswork out of distance control practice and 
helps me dial in my yardages like never before”.

Ian concluded the training session by testing his wedge skills at 
an 83-yard target with TrackMan™’s Approach Test Application. As 
you might imagine, the results were world class.

Upgrading Ian Poulter’s TrackMan™

Ian Poulter working with his TrackMan™ at Lake Nona.

“ The 3 hours I spent training with TrackMan™ 

were invaluable. The TrackMan™ system takes all 

the guesswork out of distance control practice and 

helps me dial in my yardages like 

never before. 

”
Ian Poulter
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Mark Timms is one of the most experienced and historically 
successful club fitters in the golf industry. Servicing top tour 
professionals and golf enthusiasts, his new company, Cool 
Clubs Golf, has selected TrackMan™ technology to take along 
on the journey towards the club fitting of the future.
 
Mark Timms is one of the true entrepreneurs of the global golf in-
dustry. His speciality: club fitting. With more than 20 years of club 
fitting experience, he has not only spawned several successful 
companies, but also created a cult-like following by many top tier 
professional touring pros. Yet, he is simultaneously a man who 
has made club fitting available to thousands of golf enthusiasts. 
In 2000, Timms founded the renowned club fitting company, Hot 
Stix Golf, located in Scottsdale, Arizona. Seven years later, in July 
2007, a new entrepreneurial challenge beckoned Timms. Backed 
by a strong investor group including Charles Schwab, Tom Siebel 
and former Ryder Cup captain Lanny Wadkins, among others, 
Timms founded Cool Clubs Golf, also located in Scottsdale.

Cool Clubs is headquartered in a brand new, state-of-the-art fa-
cility of approximately 10,000 square feet, offering the ultimate 
in custom club fitting services. The facility contains private fitting 
bays, a putter fitting studio, a full service production workshop, the 
latest brand name equipment, the most advanced diagnostic and 
analytical technology, and cutting-edge golf club construction ser-
vices. When you walk in the door at Cool Clubs, the ambience is 
a professional mixture of state-of-the-art sophistication and private 
individual working space.

Cool Clubs was created to serve professional golfers seeking a 
competitive edge and to help the millions of golf enthusiasts who 
are motivated to improve their games and scores.

“Our goal is to help everyone play better golf, and we deal with all 
levels of golfers that are serious about improving. Standard, off-the 
rack equipment does not fit every player. Matching a player with 
a club specifically created to enhance that player’s unique swing 
characteristics can make a huge difference in how a golfer per-
forms on the course”, Timms says.

Personnel discovering TrackMan™’s depth

A long time has passed since custom fitting was reserved only for 
touring pros. The discipline measuring a person’s unique swing 
characteristics and matching them to clubs and balls that are per-
formance calibrated to that particular swing is attracting more and 
more amateur golfers, from beginners to advanced players.

Featuring expert, personalized service and highly trained, expe-
rienced fitting technicians to help the tour pro or the individual golf-
er, Cool Clubs offers a myriad of fitting services. Examples include 
driver fitting, shaft selection for irons, iron fitting, and gap fitting –   
a classical process that goes from equipment analysis to swing 
performance profiling, and ending with product delivery.

Most services are done with TrackMan™, with which Cool Clubs’ 
personnel are getting increasingly familiar. Timms adds, “The more 
you learn about it, the more intricate it gets. The deeper we get the 
more stats we want to use. Specifically, applications like finding the 
averages. Having the customer knock out shots and then  being 
able to average them and replay them is very slick. All the new 
club delivery data like attack angle are very useful. Furthermore, 
after sales service and support on TrackMan™ is excellent. Better 
than any company we have worked with. The people behind Track-
Man™ are always looking to improve and are are quick to make 
changes. The software updates have all run smoothly”.

Cool Clubs Golf - Fitting Any Golfer In A Techy Climate

One of Cool Clubs’ fitting bays in Scottsdale, Arizona.

Cool Clubs Golf

Scottsdale, Arizona

www.CoolClubs.com

(continues)

“ The more you learn about the TrackMan™, 

the more intricate it gets. The deeper we get the 

more stats we want to use. 

” Mark Timms
Founder of Cool Clubs
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According to Timms, “An important benefit of TrackMan™ is that 
if it does miss a shot, no reading comes up. The other monitors 
give a false reading. TrackMan™ just gives a blank. When we are 
looking at an average of a player’s shots, we have absolutely no 
need for a false reading that can throw the results off. With Track-
Man™ we get precisely what is hit and the numbers are right on. 
That is very important, for instance when we gap fit which is a hard 
workout. To go through this session your handicap should probably 
be under ten because you are going to hit a lot of balls. No other 
monitor besides TrackMan™ is accurate enough to do this with”.

TrackMan™ trusted by the customers

Timms points out that the customers have welcomed TrackMan™ 
as part of the fitting process, “During a fitting, the customers don’t 
notice that it is there. Compared to other monitors, TrackMan™ 
doesn’t flash or make noise, basically they don’t even know that it 
is on – it is much less intrusive. Customers trust the data on Track-
Man™ as they know that all the big equipment manufacturers 
are using it. The players I have coming in have all been very im-
pressed. 4-5 of the PGA TOUR players that come here play around 
with it and are very confident with the numbers - these guys know 
how far they really hit the ball”.

Yet, individual golfers at all levels are also attracted by TrackMan™. 
“In fact, one of our investors, Tom Siebel, was so impressed with 
TrackMan™ that he has decided to equip his house with a full Cool 
Clubs bay featuring the TrackMan™ Launch system. Rather than 
buy a simulator, he wanted a TrackMan™ because he wanted to 
work on his game. We are talking about a substantial investment 
with all the plasma screens etc…he got the whole set up. He said 
he has 5-10 friends who want the same”.
 
Being a club fitting company in 2008 is demanding, not only on the 
technological front, but also in meteorology. “Being in Scottsdale, 
we have very specific weather conditions. The ability to change 
the conditions on the TrackMan™ is extremely important as we 
have customers coming from around the USA for fittings. To be 
able to tailor the settings on the TrackMan™ to their location has 
been very beneficial to us. We had a tour pro come in to try out his 
8 iron. He knew that he hit it exactly 175 yards. When he tested it 
on TrackMan™ it kept coming up at 168. When we changed the 
setting to Scottsdale, all of a sudden he hit it 175. That is how exact 
and flexible the system is”.

TrackMan™ investment turning into profits

Despite the fact that his new business is only half a year old, 
Timms confirms that profits from the technology have exceeded 
costs, “Absolutely. Compared to the rest of the (expensive) stuff we 
have, it is not that bad. When you see the results, it is pretty easy to 
justify the expense. When Tour caliber players see the results - it’s 
huge! We know that TrackMan™ does give us a competitive ad-
vantage in the market place. We have had people sent in because 
of TrackMan™ and it has certainly helped us get referrals. We try 
to have the best of everything and that includes TrackMan™”.

Cool Clubs Golf - Fitting Any Golfer In A Techy Climate (continued)

“ We know that TrackMan™ does give us a com-

petitive advantage in the market place. We have had 

people sent in because of TrackMan™ and it has cer-

tainly helped us get referrals. 

” Mark Timms
Founder of Cool Clubs

Cool Clubs customers enjoy that TrackMan™ data are projected 
on to a screen in the fitting bay.
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TrackMan™ Launch officially entered the market place at year-
end. A club fitting company and an equipment manufacturer 
offer their first impressions.
 
Located in Surrey, south of London, Precision Golf Limited offers 
players of all abilities a unique, independent custom fit and build 
service, using the most advanced technologies in the golf industry. 
Their personnel carry out corrective treatment or build new pre-
mium brand equipment to put the very best performing compo-
nents in their customers’ hands.

In the fitting sessions, Precision Golf Director & Tour Professional, 
Simon Cooper, gives customers an advanced understanding of 
how their equipment is set up, then determines where irregularities 
and inconsistencies lie within their bag. Precision Golf has added 
TrackMan™ Launch to their ambitious infrastructure and accor-
ding to Cooper, the integration has been smooth.
 

“The TrackMan™ Launch has been very well received at our faci-
lity. We are very pleased with the clarity of the information and the 
consistency of the data. Accuracy is really the key thing in fitting 
in my opinion, and we have been fortunate to be able to use the 
TrackMan™ both outdoors and indoors - the numbers are identi-
cal. We often get questions about the difference between being 
outdoor and indoor with TrackMan™, but there is none. When fit-
ting, the fact that the results are accurate and reliable day in day 
out is highly important”. 
 
At Precision Golf, working with the TrackMan™ Launch has meant 
some changes in the way they fulfill customer needs, “One key 
change for the better is working with the attack angle club head 
data. With the 3D image, you can really show customers why they 
are seeing the results they are - not just from looking at the nu-
merical data of the launch angle and the spin rate, but by looking 
at the actual head module, we are able to show them why they 
are struggling with a particular club/shot, why they start the ball 

the way they do and why they have a weak ball flight. That is very 
valuable. We really don’t want to give lessons in the fitting process, 
but the attack angle image does help to explain why the player gets 
the results he gets on the course - the image itself is so clear. So 
by changing a small thing in their swing, they can really double the 
impact on the course”, Cooper states.
 
The customers of Precision Golf have also welcomed the Track-
Man™ technology.  With customers, choosing the right parameters 
to focus on is key, “A lot depends on how you choose to present the 
data to the customer. The vast amount of data gives the operator 
the option to keep it simple or to get more techy with the customer. 
Where the system works well is that with a high degree of data 
or not, the system is not complex, everything is clear and easy to 
explain from the customer’s feeling with the particular club to what 
is displayed on the screen”, Cooper says.

TrackMan™ Launch Receives Strong Praise From Early Customers

(continues)

TrackMan™ Launch in operation at Precision Golf, England.

“ The TrackMan™ Launch has been very well 

received at our facility. We are very pleased with 

the clarity of the information and the consistency of 

the data. 

” Simon Cooper
Director at Precision Golf
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TrackMan™ data help close the deal

Mizuno, one of the leading equipment manufacturers, uses Track-
Man™ Launch in some of their custom fitting studios in Europe.  
 Mizuno has three studios in the UK, one in Paris and one in  Munich, 
and Fitting Manager, Conor Dillon, praises the new product.

“TrackMan™ adds a lot to our club fitting/making process. Track-
Man™ is setting a new technological standard in the industry, and 
it is amazing what info is available on the machine given that the 
game is about hitting a small white ball around a field. TrackMan™ 
is a trendy word at the moment, and people are getting more and 
more aware of the product and how it can help them. People have 
called us and said, “We believe you have TrackMan™ can we 
come to you and get fitted?””

Mizuno’s customers all over Europe, whether tour pros or high 
handicappers, are positively surprised by the value added to their 
fitting, Dillon reports, “TrackMan™ is clearly exceeding the expec-
tations of our customers with its level of detail – when you pro-
vide this kind of info to them, they are absolutely delighted. Some 
higher handicappers believe TrackMan™ is for the better players, 
but the beauty of the TrackMan™ is that when a 36 handicapper 
sees for himself that with a particular club, he hits the ball straighter 
or gets a 5 yards longer carry, he is very motivated for purchasing. 
The evidence from the TrackMan™ data is very visible and clear, 
and it is very easy to close a deal when showing it. TrackMan™ 
also keeps the process very simple which is very effective when 
fitting a high handicapper”.

Dillon points out that Mizuno Europe is prioritizing certain para-
meters in their fitting processes, “We like to work a lot with attack 
angle as a factor to find the right club for the given player, and in 
the Driver Fitting application, we focus a lot on the smash factor as 
it is a very good parameter for measuring if the player is obtaining 
a good and solid square hit. We have had a 95% success rate of 
improving on consumers drivers with the help of TrackMan™ and 
our new MP and MX line of drivers”.

In the global golf industry, club fitting is a fast growing discipline. 
In the fitting studio in Munich, Conor Dillon looks ahead, trying to 
foresee the need for club fitting in the future, “You know, we have 
come a long way. At Mizuno, we had to restructure our factory a 
few years ago to cater for the increased demand for custom equip-
ment. This is much more than a phase and the TrackMan™ tech-
nology supports this unstoppable development”.

TrackMan™ Launch Receives Strong Praise From Early Customers

Fitting Manager, Conor Dillon, in Mizuno’s fitting studio in Munich.

“ TrackMan™ adds a lot to our club fitting/making 

process. TrackMan™ is setting a new technological 

standard in the industry, and it is amazing what info 

is available on the machine given that the game is 

about hitting a small white ball around a field. 

”Conor Dillon
Fitting Manager at Mizuno Europe
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A key to the victory might have been the ladies’ competitive 
edge in spin rate and attack angle...
 
Apart from being used on the various tours’ practice tees and 
 during live competition at PGA TOUR events, TrackMan™ also as-
sists at selected invitational events, such as The Skins Game and 
the 2007 edition of The Wendy’s 3-Tour Challenge. 
 
Benefiting child adoption, The Wendy’s 3-Tour Challenge is a cha-
rity golf tournament putting three top players from the PGA, LPGA 
and Champions Tours up against one other in a team stroke play 
format.
 
The 2007 event was played on November 13, 2007, at the Re-
flection Bay Golf Club in Las Vegas (and televised nationally 
December 22 and 23). Nine stars of the professional golf world 
were present as the LPGA team (Kerr, Gulbis and Pressel) won 
the event, sealed by Cristie Kerr’s 5-foot birdie putt on a sudden 
death playoff hole. The LPGA and Champions teams went to the 
extra hole after tying for first place at then end of regulation play at 
7-under 209. The PGA team was one shot behind.
 
TrackMan™ assisted the event, measuring tee shots on six holes. 
All shots were hit with a driver. The significant amount of tee shots 
per player provided some very interesting data of which the high-
lights are presented here. 

Tour positioning – adaptation to different needs

When making cross-tour comparisons on the basis of the club and 
ball data TrackMan™ collected during Wendy’s, the analysis of 54 
driver shots from the 9 top players leads to interesting differences. 
It is not very surprising that the LPGA stars trail their male col-
leagues in club speed, ball speed and carry distance in absolute 
terms. However, the interesting discovery is that the LPGA trio 
launches the ball significantly higher with a much more ideal attack 
angle and less spin. The female edge in these stats seems to show 
that top women tour pros focus on maximizing distance as they 
need it on par 5 and par 4 holes while their male colleagues “sacri-
fice” some yards, prioritizing accuracy as they are less dependent 
on driving distance on the same holes.

TrackMan™ Plays Witness To LPGA Triumph At Wendy’s 3-Tour Challenge

(continues)

Tour Positioning  -  Data collected during Wendy’s

With a symbolic average attack 

angle of +5.1 degrees, Cristie Kerr 

had the most impressive Track-

Man™ stats in the 2007 edition of 

Wendy’s 3-Tour Challenge.
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Bubba Watson – a master of variation

Bubba Watson has ranked #1 in driving distance on the PGA TOUR 
since he joined 2 years ago. In 2007, Bubba averaged 296 yards 
in carry distance on the holes where the PGA TOUR has recorded 
TrackMan™ measurements.

Looking at the more detailed driving stats from 2007, Bubba shows 
to have a lot of variation in how he hits his drives, having launch 
angles ranging from around 5 to 14 degrees, with corresponding 
carry distances from 240 to 330 yards. He obtains this by chan-
ging his attack angle while keeping the club head speed virtually 
constant. When Bubba wants to hit it really far, the launch angle 
is 13-14 degrees with 2250 rpm in spin rate.  He achieves this 
through a +5 attack angle!

During Wendy’s, Bubba deliberately used different driving shots 
from his arsenal having attack angles from -7.5 degrees to +0.3 
degrees producing carry distances of 256 yards and 309 yards re-
spectively.  However, during a special segment where three drives 
of Bubba were compared to Fred Funk (“Longest Hitter on Tour 
vs. Straightest Hitter on Tour”), Bubba launched a 330 yards carry 
drive using a +5 attack angle.

Haas had the attack angle edge over Funk

These two Champions tour players had virtually the same club and 
ball speed averages, but Jay Haas’ carry distance was an average 
of 8 yards longer (Haas 256 yards versus Fred Funk 248 yards). The 
main reason is that Haas had a positive average attack angle of 1.1 
degrees, whereas Funk’s average attack angle is 2.3 degrees nega-
tive. Through Haas’ more positive attack angle his ave rage launch 
angle was 1 degree higher (12.2 degrees vs Funk’s 11.1 degrees) 
and 500 rpm less spin rate (2400 rpm vs Funk’s 2950 rpm).

Natalie Gulbis off center

Natalie Gulbis was striking her driver with a relatively low smash 
factor (1.42), indicating she was not hitting the ball on the sweet 
spot of the club. Her TrackMan™ numbers indicate that she was 
striking the ball with an impact towards the upper part of the club 
head reducing the spin (vertical gear effect). Even though she was 
hitting her drives with a good high launch angle and low spin, she 
had a low driver shot efficiency, as the full club head force was not 
transferred to the ball.

TrackMan™ Plays Witness To LPGA Triumph At Wendy’s 3-Tour Challenge

Player shot performance

USPGA TOUR  -  Data collected during Wendy’s

CHAMPIONS TOUR  -  Data collected during Wendy’s

LPGA TOUR  -  Data collected during Wendy’s
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Angel Cabrera dominated TrackMan™ stats at the  
Mercedes-Benz Championship.

As in the two previous seasons, TrackMan™ will in 2008 capture 
and deliver club and ball data from virtually every event on the 
PGA TOUR. Moreover, TrackMan™ data will become much more 
available to viewers all over the world as the networks increasingly 
integrate the data into their broadcasting.

The Golf Channel used TrackMan™ data from the Mercedes-Benz 
Championship in Hawaii extensively in their broadcasting. From live 
commentary to shot analysis from competitors, to in studio discus-
sions, to “clinic clips” with Nick Faldo on the range with TrackMan™, 
golf fans were able to benefit from TrackMan™ data in many ways.
 
More than 250 tee shots were recorded by TrackMan™ at the limi-
ted field Mercedes-Benz Championship on Holes 12 and 18 during 
the championship rounds (1-4). Generally, each player recorded 
eight (8) tee shots. Key findings are presented below.

Smash Factor

All players had a relatively high smash factor (Ball speed/Club 
speed), indicating good centeredness of impact.  

Club Speed

Angel Cabrera Supremacy
Angel Cabrera was the fastest swinger in The Mercedes-Benz 
Championship field.

Cabrera delivered the top 5 club speeds.•	
Cabrera delivered 6 of the 7 highest club speeds.•	
Three players (Angel Cabrera, Henrik Stenson and Nick Wat-•	
ney) delivered 17 of the top 18 club speeds.
Charles Howell III had 8 club speeds in the top 32 (13, 22, 23, •	
26, 27,29, 31,32).
Mercedes-Benz Champion Daniel Chopra recorded 7 club •	
speeds in the top 37 (19, 20, 25, 28, 30,34, 37)

Data From The Tours

Best in class Cabrera.

Driving stats as captured by The Golf Channel and TrackMan™.

(continues)
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Ball Speed

Continued Cabrera supremacy
Angel Cabrera recorded the highest ball speed and demonstrated 
Driver efficiency.

Cabrera delivered the top 3 ball speeds.•	
Cabrera delivered 5 of the 8 highest ball speeds.•	
Three players (Angel Cabrera, Henrik Stenson and Nick Wat-•	
ney) delivered the top 18 ball speeds.
Charles Howell III delivered the 19, 20, 21, 22, 26, 29 and 32 •	
fastest ball speeds, hence no. 4 in the field when it comes to ball 
speed. However, Charles Howell III was not able to convert this 
speed efficiently into carry distance. 
On the other hand, Charles Howell III achieved a good total dis-•	
tance on his drives as his drives roll a lot. This is because Charles 
Howell III had 3 of the 6 lowest landing angles (17.3, 22.2, 23.3).
Charles Howell III had the 5 lowest launch angles (3.9, 4.9, 5.1, •	
5.5, and 5.6 degrees).

Carry Distance

Angel Cabrera is not surprisingly the longest hitter
Angel Cabrera hit the drives with the two longest carries.

Of all the shots captured by TrackMan™, Angel Cabrera hit the •	
drive with the longest carry – 331 yards, recorded on the 12th 
hole during the last round.
Cabrera’s longest drive had his lowest recorded spin rate, 2014 •	
rpm, and his highest launch angle of 13.3 degrees.
Cabrera had 3 drives in the top 4 carry distance. •	
Charley Hoffman had the 3rd longest drive – 319 yards on the •	
12th hole during the 3 round.
Charles Howell III had no drives in the top 48 carry distances, •	
even though all his club speeds rank in the top 32!
Vijay Singh had only the 45th highest club head speed recorded •	
(118 mph), but still had 4 shots among the 18 longest carries 
(8,13,14,18). He was extremely effective in converting club 
head speed to carry distance!

Data From The Tours (continued)
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McDowell excels in approach shot test
 
Carrying out TrackMan™’s 83-yard Approach Test at Lake Nona 
in December 2007, top tour pro, Graeme McDowell, achieved an 
excellent score of 91 points.

With an average distance to the pin of 2.4 yards, McDowell was 
sharp with his 60 degrees wedge and displayed one of the  wea-
pons behind his ability to go on birdie streaks.

New instruction videos on the TrackMan™ website
 
5 brand new TrackMan™ Introduction videos have been added to 
the video section on the TrackMan™ website that also includes 
several videos with tour pros using TrackMan™ (such as Miguel 
Angel Jimenez and Graeme McDowell).

Go to the following link:
http://www.trackmangolf.com/index.php?introducingTrackMan
and watch the introduction videos that are entitled
 
* Introducing TrackMan™
* TrackMan™ Setup & Ease of Use 
* Approach Practice and Approach Test*
* Driver Fitting
* Find your Distances

Miscellaneous
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